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EDITORIAL
Welcome to Grassbox 101. It seems a
long time since the middle of May and
the annual rally, especially as in that
time there have been several other
events that many members will have
attended.
Some keener eyed members may be
aware that  this issue seems a bit late,
and you probably wont be reading this
until the second half of August. The
summer edition is always the hardest
for me to do as it falls in
the busiest period of the
year for me work wise,
and I am therefore very
grateful for all the articles
on a wide range of sub-
jects that have been sub-
mitted for GB 101. I Hope
readers enjoy this diversi-
ty, and there should hope-
fully be something here
for everyone!

Another reason for this edition’s some-
what late arrival is that by the time you
read this I will be married, and as every-
one knows there is nothing like planning
a wedding to occupy vast amounts of
time! Anyway, that’s enough from me,
and please keep your Grassbox materi-
al coming - I will be compiling Issue 102
in early October.
Below: Another Image from Clive
Gravett, showing an early (Pre 1880s)
Ransomes Automaton.

Front cover: Winner of
the Andrew Grout plate...
Andrew Grout, right with
Keith Wootton and
Andy’s Ransomes Motor
Mower.
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Many people have told me they thought
that this year’s annual rally was our best
ever. That’s a bold claim but I cannot
really disagree. Certainly we had a
good turn-out (at least as good as most
recent years), the weather was general-
ly favourable and the various activities
that comprise the event went off without
any significant problems.
The main reason for holding the rally is
for members to get together, show off
recent acquisitions and restorations
and share observations and informa-
tion. This year was no exception and it
was apparent as soon as people started
arriving on the Friday evening that there
would be some real gems on show and
this was confirmed on Saturday morn-
ing following more arrivals and time to
view what was there. These included a
large open-crank engine-powered
Coldwell mower from the USA and a
“mystery” motor mower that had only
just been discovered. It was also clear
from Friday onwards that a number of
first-timers and those who had been
unable to attend for a year or two were
going to be there, and this certainly
contributed to the success of the week-
end.

Regular attendees, and readers of my
reports, know that the Saturday is far
more relaxed than the Sunday because
there are no fixed “activities” to organ-
ise. This allows more time for the dis-
cussions and comparisons that
members value so much. The good
selection of 1920s motor mowers
present, for example, presented the
opportunity for a number of members to
have a close look at some relatively
unusual machines.
Saturday’s proceedings were rounded
off by an informal evening in the
museum’s tea room to enjoy fish and
chips and drink some beer. The
evening included an unusually tense
and competitive quiz organised by Rob-
bie which was won by a team including
the Harvey family.
Those attending on the Sunday only
tend arrive early and this year was no
exception. The museum field was
abuzz from just after 8am with new
arrivals making and renewing acquaint-
ances as the machines they had
brought came under scrutiny.
The first formal business of the Sunday
was the auction. This year we had over
80 lots, many more than recent years.

ANNUAL RALLY REPORT 2017
By Keith Wootton
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This relatively large number of lots did
not unduly affect bidding or hammer
prices which ranged from a few pounds
to just over £100 (for an Automower). I
think it is fair to say that the prices
reflected a reasonable compromise for
buyers and sellers. The results allowed
us to donate over £100 to the museum
(in the form of the 5% commission to
buyers and sellers. There is a full list of
entries and hammer prices on the web-
site.
Our two themes for this year’s event –
mowers with an animal name and ma-
chines with a Milton Keynes at 50
(including being made in the 1960s –
ideally 1967) connection – were well
represented. There were plenty of
mowers with animal names on show as
well as plenty of 1960s machines. A few
had been sold or used locally as well.
There was also one named “Willen”
which some readers may know is one
of the villages in Milton Keynes but this
machine – the name is coincidental -
has no real connection to the area.
The Annual General Meeting was held
after lunch on the Sunday afternoon

and was well attended with Robbie
Robinson in the chair. He reported an-
other successful year for the club and
this was endorsed by secretary Alec
Hillyar. In fact, our membership current-
ly stands at just over 500 and has been
stable for some time with the number of
new joiners roughly equalling the
number of leavers.
Dick Hardwick has written a separate
Treasurer’s report on page 13 of this
Grassbox. It will show that the club has
healthy finances with funds available to
support any projects the committee
wishes to support. It also means there
is no need to increase the current mem-
bership fees.
Our new Shop Keeper Gerry Norris was
unable to attend the AGM but in his
absence we reported that the transition
from Richard Jones has been complet-
ed smoothly. The principal officers and
the committee were all re-elected by the
AGM.
Towards the end of the meeting I pre-
sented my own brief presidential report,
particularly asking members to use the
website and to let us know if there are
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things we can do to improve the club.
Please get in touch if you have ideas.
I also presented Brenda Stanford with a
plant to thank her for processing all new
members.
This year’s Charlie Jones Award was
presented to John Dyer who is a long-
standing member of the club who has
helped at various events over the years.
I should like to thank all the committee
and those who fulfilled other roles dur-
ing the year for their time and contribu-
tion.
After the meeting closed it was back
outside for more mower
discussions and to decide
the fate of the Andrew
Grout Plate for the mower
the members would most
like to take home. There
were plenty of potential
winners this year including
the aforementioned Cold-
well and “mystery” mowers
but a clear winner
emerged. And guess what?
After over 20 years, our
major award at the rally
was finally won by a certain
Mr A Grout for his wonder-
ful early Ransomes motor

mower. Thoroughly well deserved at
long last.
And what about that “mystery” motor
mower? Clive Gravett who recently
bought it had challenged members to
guess the maker before a big reveal on
the Sunday afternoon but as far as I
know none of the guesses turned out to
be correct. We were all surprised to
learn that the machine was made by
Singer, better known for its cars and
bicycles and until now a completely
unknown maker of motor mowers.
See you next year for more surprises.
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Annual rally images: Page 4: Jonath-
on Hardwick with his and his fathers’
Ideal.
Page 5: Top: The auction in progress.
Bottom: Paul Harvey demonstrates his
newly restored Uni-Horse ride on mow-
er.

Above: John Barnard displayed this
beautifully restored Oval Frame Atco,
complete with its original grassbox.
These boxes are shallower than the
later ones and this is a very rare survival.

Below left: Clive Gravett exhibited a
Shanks Drake from the 1930s. These
fine turf mowers were more or less
equivalent to a Ransomes Bowling
Green and featured the same large
diameter rear roller. They also have an
unusual steel plate handle with cross
bracing more usually found on motor

mowers. The
ball like hand
grips seem to
be Bakelite
or some simi-
lar material as
seen in the
image below.
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Earlier this year I ac-
quired a 12in Motor Mow-
er which appears to
have been produced by
Singer & Co, Coventry,
(not to be confused with
Singer sewing machines
which is an American
Company). Singer & Co
was founded by George
Singer, in 1874, initially
making bicycles, motor-
ised 3 wheelers in 1901,
followed by motorwheels,
essentially a bicycle with
a motor within the wheel
hub.
In 1904 they made more conventional
motorcycles and the following year their
first 4 wheeled cars. Car production
continued into the 1930’s when they
were eclipsed by new models from their

rivals Aus-
tin, Morris
& Ford, fi-
nally being
taken over
by the
Rootes
group in
1955.
On first
sight I real-
ised the
mower was
unusual
and after
some initial
research
feel it may
well be a

unique prototype. Having been in touch
with the author of ‘The Singer Story’
and spoken to the Singer owners club,
I am yet to find any reference to the
machine. The build certainly looks to be
1920’s with a 1928 ML magneto, whilst
make of engine is unknown, it was cer-
tainly specifically made for the mower,
with the crankcase casting incorporat-
ing the rather neat adjuster for the sole
plate. (see below)
I would be pleased to hear from any
members who can assist with further
information, or contacts who may know
more.

A PEARL OF A SINGER
by Clive Gravett
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We must all have wondered on
occasion why on earth someone
did what they did to a mower.
One of the strangest was this
early Follows & Bate Climax.
(Early? – well, compared with
most that I have seen, it has a
number of differences, mostly
quite minor, but suggesting
changes made to later models –
such as including the Climax
name in the castings.)  This one
has no Climax name displayed
on it – unless there was original-
ly a transfer on the grassbox.
Note that word ‘displayed’ – for I
did find “Climax” somewhere, not once
but four times. Now, the funny thing
someone had done: if you want to dis-
mantle a mower, you normally start off
by removing one of the side frames,
unless it is one of those where the
cylinder can be lifted out by removing
the bearing caps.
This Climax, a 6-inch, like the 7 inch
(but not the 8 and 10 inch models) has
an integral grassbox, attached to the
two ‘legs’ that support the wooden roll-
er.  The box had been carefully rebuilt
at some time, but had suffered from
storage with water collecting in it which
had rotted one of the sides, so the
owner thought he had better dismantle
it and repair it.  So did he remove the
box and roller?  No, he removed the
four knives from
the cylinder.
That is usually a
pretty difficult
thing to do (I have
never felt the

need even to try!), but he had succeed-
ed, before giving the job up and selling
the mower on ebay.  Fortunately, one,
but only one, of the crimped copper wire
wedges had survived, so I went online
and found a small roll of suitable copper
wire from a scientific supply firm.  Hav-
ing the knives out of the cylinder doesn’t
half make it easier to clean them up;
and cleaning them up revealed the
word “Climax” on each, (as well as the
‘Stanch’ trade-mark of the Sheffield firm
that supplied them, J. Carr & Riley, of
Bailey Lane Works, Sheffield).  The
name of the mower manufacturer, or an
abbreviation of it, is often stamped into
blades, sometimes with a date or date
code, but the model name is a new one
on me.

My first thought
about re-assem-
bling the cylinder
was that it would
be wise to try and
get each blade

WHY ON EARTH?
By Christopher Proudfoot
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back into its original
slots, but it was diffi-
cult to do this with cer-
tainty (even before
cleaning up), and it
became evident that
this was probably un-
necessary.  What I did
find was that the slots
in the discs varied in
width, and the copper
wire that I had bought was a bit on the
tight side for some, just right for others

and not quite big
enough for oth-
ers.
The photographs
show the proc-
ess of assembly;
the wire had to
be firmly ham-
mered in be-
tween each
bend, especially

when it was not a naturally tight
fit in the slot (a purpose-made
flat punch would have been use-
ful; the kit of lawn mower tools
that Follows & Bate used to sell
contained a punch for this job).
With the knives all wedged back
in place, I placed the cylinder on
the grinder, and found it was not
as seriously out of true as I had
feared.  Repairing a cylinder on-
ly 6 inches long, with only four
knives, and only  2¾ in diameter
(later models were slightly larg-
er) must be easier than any larg-
er size; just the job for a
beginner!
To complete the job, I rebuilt the
grassbox, using an offcut of elm
left from the great elm glut that
followed the Dutch Elm Disease

of the 1970s (most
Follows & Bate
grassboxes had elm
sides), and made a
new rubber tyre for
the driving wheel. For
this I dug out a very
old inner tube that I
had also kept since
the 1970s (and it was
probably ancient

then) and constructed a three-ply tyre
with some rubber solution.   Being red
rubber rather than black gave it a suita-
bly period look.
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Just when I’d got round to thinking that
my collection of “oldish” Suffolks was
complete I saw an auction site listing for
a “Vintage Suffolk Super Colt” – except
that it was not like any Colt that I’d ever
seen and so possibly qualified for that
oft misused auction site description of
“extremely rare”.   So, as it was only 8
miles away, I put a strong bid on it and
despite the grass box proclaiming that
it was a Colt it turned out to be a two-
stroke Suffolk Pony – even better!
Other than a missing ex-
haust silencer it was com-
plete and despite showing
all the signs of having
spent many years in the
depths of a shed or two,
was in good mechanical
condition and with a new
condenser in the magneto
it was up and running
within a couple of days.
Then came the stripping,
de-rusting and repainting
plus the application of a
Pony decal from an Aus-
tralian supplier.

I discovered that amongst my collec-
tion of parts books I already had an
illustrated parts list for the Pony show-
ing that it was only manufactured be-
tween 1957 and 1960.   It also
confirmed that a lot of the mechanical
parts are identical to those on the
much less rare four-stroke Colt. Un-
fortunately the short model run does
not auger well for the chances of
stumbling on a correct exhaust, but if
anyone should happen to have
one……….

The 50cc two-stroke engine was appar-
ently of Suffolk’s design and manufac-
ture with “quality” features such as ball
race main bearings, but according to
one OLC forum contributor, “was not a
great success”; giving way to the Briggs
and Stratton licensed cast iron 75cc
four-stroke that served Suffolk so well
until the 1970s.
It runs and cuts well and, unlike some
other two-stroke machines of that era,
has a moderate ground speed.

SUFFOLK PONY, THE COLT THAT WASN’T!
By Angus Shapland
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Once again at the A.G.M. rally Richard
Jones ran the “name these parts” com-
petition – a simple, fun, test of knowl-
edge of mower bits and pieces. It has
always seemed to me to be a pity that
only those present have been able to
test their skills, so as in previous years
I've sent a numbered photo of the parts
to the Editor together with the competi-
tion for ALL readers to “have a go”. It's
harder than doing it at the rally, on the
day, but why not try it? You have a 50%
chance of getting each correct answer!
You simply have to select from the
options below what each numbered
item is in the picture; correct answers
are given on page 14 of this issue of
Grassbox.

1. Ransomes Marquis chain cover
 Atco DeLuxe chain cover.
2. Webb Witch rear roller
 Ransomes Ajax rear roller.
3. Shanks Caledonia blade carrier
 Greens Silens Messor blade carrier.
4. Greens Silens Messor wooden
 handle grip
 Ransomes Automaton wooden
 handle grip.
5. Greens Silens Messor frame handle
 Atco Oval frame, frame handle.
How about putting your score in the
website forum, so we can see what a
clever lot you all are?

Dick  Hardwick

ANNUAL RALLY PARTS COMPETITION
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Look! On the grass! is it a man or
animal? Why it’s a Manimal!
The Ransomes Manimal was a
power roller cylinder lawnmower
made for animal draught or for
man power. Made in 20-in and
24-in sizes, it was intended for the
export market to developing coun-
tries (like India) that still had not
fully mechanized to motors and
tractors, and had plentiful supply
of beasts of burden and cheap
labour.
The amazing thing is that this was
a mid-20th-century machine, prob-
ably introduced in the late 1930s,

but still being manu-
factured in the 1950s!
A single catalogue
page I have (undated
and in poor condition)
says that the Manimal
was introduced to take
the place of our well-
known range of Pony
and Bullock Mowers,
our 24-in Patent Chain
and Patent Gear Au-
tomaton Machines,
and the larger sizes of
the Countess model.
In other words, it was
a modern anachro-
nism a remnant from
another age of vintage
lawnmowers that still
held a small place in
the modern age of
power lawnmowers. I
have a later, 1953 cat-
alogue, in good condi-

RANSOMES MANIMAL
By Jack Czislowski
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TREASURER'S REPORT FOR
2016-17
Here is a summary of what I said at the
A.G.M. starting with my annual warning
– that this is a financial ‘snapshot’ at the
end of our accounting year, so income
and expenditure in the year might in-
clude that for items/services outside
this time frame. The important thing for
the Club is that what we pay out is
(more than) covered by what money
comes in, not in which particular year
that happens.

Income over expenditure was good at
£1388, compared with £443 last year
and £1734 the year before; it doesn't
take much to give small variations like
these between years.

Club income from subscriptions at
£5410 is not significantly different from
last year (£5617); it typically varies
about £500 year on year. These differ-
ences are not only to do with member-
ship numbers, but also with when new
members join, since doing so after Sep-
tember includes the following year's
subscription. Membership has dropped
a little, but not enough to give cause for
financial concern and I can't see a

downward trend. Subscriptions remain
unchanged again.
Shop sales were about double and
stock purchases about half, compared
with 2015/16 – a good sign of more
member activity and interest.

Our Grassbox printer has keep charges
unchanged again, as he has done for a
number of years; increases here, and in
the associated postage - which does go
up annually, but not by much because
of the large letter size of the magazine
- could soon mount up as they are our
biggest expense.
The end result is that for yet another
year things are financially 'comfortable'
as we keep the balance (£7907) carried
forward into a new accounting year at a
little more than our annual turnover.
That's a nice position to be for any
Treasurer.

WEBSITE
Current generic logon details are:
Username: olcmember
Password: Dennis1930!
Don’t forget, this is to access limited
“Members Only” content on the web-
site. If you have your own username
and password these will work too.

CLUB SERVICES AND INFORMATION

tion that I reproduce below. The
Manimal was of the newer designs that
were appearing in the 1930s lighter
machines; with all-steel welded frames
and enclosed chain transmission. The
height of cut was controlled via a turn-
knob from the handles, both being parts
straight of the Ransomes motor mower
range of the late 1930s. Note the
draught rope and handle. A transport

carriage and a whippletree (for animal
draught) were extras.
One single photo image from that cata-
logue is of a Manimal at use in Delhi.
Note the famous Canopy a 73-foot cu-
pola that places this photo close to the
India Gate war memorial. I’m not good
at recognising animals but I think it is a
bullock powering the machine. Note this
was a two-man-one-beast operation.
Amazing!
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
We have decided to delay the annual
membership renewals slightly this year
for a variety of logistical reasons. Re-
newals will most likely be sent out in
early August which could mean they will
have arrived before this edition of
Grassbox is sent out. As always, you
will only receive a reminder if you are
due to renew and the label used to send
this Grassbox says “Until: 2017” on it.
Please be aware that if we do send the
notices well before this Grassbox is
posted you may have already rejoined
but that the label won’t have been up-
dated.

NEW SHOPKEEPER
Following our appeal in the last Grass-
box we have appointed a new shop-
keeper to take over from Richard
Jones. Gerry Norris from Reading is the
new contact. All club items for sale can
be found on the website at
www.oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk/member
s/souvenirs and
www.oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk/member

s/transfers-decals (both in the Mem-
bers-Only section). Ideally, members
should contact Gerry by email on
norrigerry@gmail.com to check stock
availability and postage costs etc.

SPARES
The Garfitt’s spares service will
continue to be run by Richard Jones.
He can be contacted on 01243 575937
or by email at
lawnmower.jones@hotmail.co.uk to
order bottom blades, cutting cylinders
and fixing screws from Garfitt’s of
Sheffield. Items ordered through
Richard are subject to special terms
and you only need to pay the club after
the order is received. Richard will also
be able to offer general advice on
removal and replacement of the blades.

PARTS COMPETITION ANSWERS
No. 1 Ransomes Marquis chain cover.
No. 2 Ransomes Ajax rear roller.
No. 3  Greens Silens Messor blade
  carrier.
No. 4  Greens Silens Messor wooden

 handle grip.

ADVERTISEMENTS
FOR SALE
Collection af 10 motor Mowers, including Godiva

Motor Mowers, various Atcos including
Standard. All are original and complete with
grassboxes. C: Mike Cook. T: 01453 542450
(Dursley)

30" Ransomes Mastiff x 2, 1950/1955, both with
JAP engine, c/w box, £50 the pair C: Chris
Simpson T: 07860 202028 E:
cas.simpson@live.co.uk (Surbiton)

14" Qualcast Commodore, 1957, c/w box, £30 C:
Martin Riley T: 07969 031941 E:
martinriley1603@aol.com (Nuneaton)

Assorted Atco-Villiers small 2S engines and Atco
fuels tanks. C: Bob Jeffcoat T: 07876
338759 E: nippybob@talktalk.net
(Cannock)#

Follows & Bates Speedwell, Offers C: Paul
Broughton-Allleyne T: 07746 717325 E:
tursdalelad@gmail.com (Bath)

22" Atco, c1923, c/w Villiers engine, c/w box,
Offers C: Clive Dickinson T: 07552 286668
E: clive.e.p.dickinson@gmail.com
(Bridgnorth)#

Hayter Harrier 41, 1989, c/w B&S engine, c/w
box, FTGH C: Brenda Addison T: E:
brenda@csk-strategies.co.uk (Birmingham)#

14" JP Maxees, 1966/67, c/w box, FTGH C:
Malcolm West T: 01753 886037 E:
malcolm.west41@btinternet.com (Slough)#

12" Shay Four in Hand, 1950s, c/w Villiers en-
gine, c/w box, Offers C: George Drew T:
0118 930 5073 E:
george.drew@hotmail.co.uk (Reading)#
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12" JP Minor, 1950s, c/w box, Offers C: George
Drew T: 0118 930 5073 E:
george.drew@hotmail.co.uk (Reading)#

12" Qualcast push mower with grass box,
c1960s, c/w box, FTGH C: Roger Dalton T:
01283 733359 E:
roger.dalton@btopenworld.com (Derby)#

14" Qualcast Panther, c/w box, £90 C:
Christopher Marchant T: 0208 3914155 E:
norma.marchant@blueyonder.co.uk
(Chessington)#

Qualcast, c/w box, FTGH C: Caroline Green T:
01747 590745 E:
carolineallan40@yahoo.com (Salisbury)#

Qualcast Suffolk Punch, c/w box, Offers C:
Denise Bates T: 07544 356645 E:
denise.bates82@mail.com (Burnley)#

24" Webb, 70s/80s, c/w B&S engine, c/w box,
300 C: Alan Pattison T: 07712 182923 E:
alanpattison@ymail.com (Wickford)#

Ransomes Marquis Mk4A, c/w box, Offers C:
Richard Sceats T: 01621 892864 E: richard-
sceats@btconnect.com (Colchester)#

Atco, c/w B&S engine, c/w box C: Karen Barr T:
07773 284208 E:
karenbarr123@hotmail.com (Bromsgrove)#

12" Suffolk Colt, c1960, c/w box, £100ono C:
Alec Boulton T: 07470 411189 E:
jesshind1985@gmail.com (Grimsby)#

17" Qualcast Suffolk Punch, c/w box, £300.00 C:
Philip Nott T: 07813 612106 E:
philnott4@gmail.com (Surbiton)#

14" Atco Model 1449, 1947, c/w box, Offers C:
Andrew Ashenden T: 0778 871 2666 E:
andrew.ashenden@hdwe.co.uk
(Cambridge)#

Macgomery Ward C: Travis T: E:
aimslee2013@gmail.com (Cincinnati)#

12" JP Monarch (two available), 1956/1957, c/w
box, £80 the pair C: Mike Pickwell T: 07813
695159 E: mikepickwell@hotmail.com
(Sheffield)#

20" JP Super Mk IV, c/w Villiers engine, c/w box,
FTGH C: Paul Jarvis T: 07813 012958 E:
boningale@yahoo.com (Telford)#

12" Qualcast Panther, 1971, c/w box, FTGH C:
Anthony Grubb T: 01733 333762 E:
a.a.grubb@btinternet.com (Peterborough)#

12" Suffolk Colt, 1960s, c/w box, FTGH C: Hazel
Stockdale T: 01270 567201 E:
stockdale18@yahoo.co.uk (Crewe)#

14” JP Maxees, c1967, c/w box and booklet, Of-
fers C: Headley Beeson T: 07775 524602 E:

headleybeeson@beesonmaisey.co.uk
(Cobham)#

18” Ransomes Certes Mk12; 10” Webb Whippet,
c/w box. C: Clive T: 01233 626399 E:
linda_greenhalgh@sky.com (Ashford)#

18” Ransomes Marquis, 1960s/70s, BSA engine,
c/w box, £150ono C: Andrew Compton T:
07545 044280 E:
andy.compton123@hotmail.com (Hitchin)#

12” Webb Witch, 1950s, c/w box C: Barbara Burr-
idge T: 01992 581564 E:
babsburridge@gmail.com (Hertford)#

Drummond Willing worker, suitable for spares
(badly corroded cylinder). C: Darren E:
fruitbandit@hotmail.co.uk
(Andover)#

Automower, small version with 2S engine, 1920s,
c/w box. C: Clive Hockley T: 07526 497935
E: clivehockley@yahoo.co.uk (Frome)#

WANTED
6" Greens Silens Messor. C: Darryl Shrimpton.

T: 07595 602016
Nash Boadicea, prepared to travel! C: Nicholas

Longford. T: 0116 2882338 (Leicester)
Shanks Rajah, 1920s/30s, any condition consid-

ered. C: Seb Austin T: 01209 822636 E:
seb@austin-uk.co.uk (Cornwall)

Grass box for 12” JP Maxees. C: Paul Watson T:
01386 300376 M: 07794 867187 E:
treeoflife369@gmail.com (Broadway)

Grass box wanted for 20” Ransomes MK 6,
1929/1930 with Blackburne 4 stroke. Any-
thing 18”, 20”, 24” or of a similar design or
even poor condition box that can be adapt-
ed, used as a pattern or salvaged for iron-
work please. Complete oil Pump or glass
drip sight bowl & needle screw wanted. C:
Darryl Shrimpton T:

Pre 1940 lawn mowers. Anything considered,
except Atco, including individual machines
and whole collections. Write to Michael
Duck, 1 Belmont Terrace, Shepton Beau-
champ, Somerset TA19 0JX.

Adverts can be submitted by filling in a form
on the Club website, this is by far the
easiest method as it helps to ensure that
all the necessary information is provided.
Adverts are also welcome by post or
phone and are free of charge. Non mem-
bers are denoted by a ‘#’

Next Edition: Autumn 2017
Edition 101 - Summer 2017. Edited by William Proudfoot
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THE OLD LAWNMOWER COMPANY
Specialists in post-war Lawnmowers & Scythes (Atco, Dennis, Ransomes,

Suffolk, Webb, Allen)
SPARE PARTS    SALES    RESTORATION    OPERATION MANUALS

New blade sharpening kit now available!
See website for details: www.oldlawnmowers.co.uk

T: 07930 314187 Ivor Gregory (Old Lawnmower Club Member)

DENNIS Z TYPE SPARES
(former stock of Geoffrey Brooks)

Engine Parts - Piston Rings - Connecting Rods - Oil Pump Drive Gears
Cutting cylinders for 24” and 30” (not 36”) and bottom blades
Transmission Parts, second hand cylinders and rear rollers

hq@testvalleytrout.co.uk T: 01794 512453
Christopher Saunders-Davies (Old Lawnmower Club Member)

THE MOWER CENTRE
For all sorts of spare parts

Atco - Suffolk - Dennis - Villiers - JAP - Briggs & Stratton - Kohler
Gaskets - Piston Rings - Ignition Coils - Silencers - Cables - Petrol Taps - Oilers

Points - Condensers - Atco Kick Start Springs
Call Us For Our Mail Order Price List T: 01323 842477

John Cruse (Old Lawnmower Club Member)
themowercentrehailsham.com

SOUVENIRS/CLOTHING
Fleece £25
Most sizes available to order.

Sweatshirt £15
XS/Small/Medium/Large/X/L and XX/Large

Polo Shirt £14
XS/Small/Medium/Large/X/L and XX/Large

Pilot Shirt £14
15"/16"/17&1/2/18"/19"

Overalls £26
Reg Leg 31"
42"/44"/46"/48"/52"/54" Waist

Baseball cap £8.50

Car sticker (Round) £1

Sew on badge £5

Pin badge £2

Tape measure £3

Exhibit log sheet £0.10

Mug (2007) £5

Glass (2010) £5

Grassbox binder £6
(To fit smaller Grassbox magazine)

Spark plug NGK £4
Large type to fit most Villiers 2 strokes. Only
two left.

B&W Photo set £10

Ransomes van £5

Ransomes poster £1

Published by the Old Lawnmower Club. Email: olc@oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk
Printed by Murrays the Printers, Milton Keynes


